
               

               

 

 

 
 
Below is a list of the terms and conditions under which

 

1. The safari requires a deposit in order to activate a
• a "pencil booking" is made for a period of 

• a "booking" is made once a deposit has been received
 

2. The safari will be confirmed only 
• a "confirmation" is made once the payment has been received in full.

 
3. Accommodation is booked 

 
4. Deposits are refundable

no other bookings have been turned down by LandEscapes, in which case, deposits 
are non refundable. 

 
5. Transport to and from the reserve

and will be an added cost.
 

6. A maximum of 4 photographers per trip. 
arrangements can be made to include them

 
7. Camera and special equipment rentals are available on request.

 
8. Animal sightings are not guaranteed.

 
9. Walks in the bush are subject to personal fitness have age restrictions and must be 

pre booked. 
 

10. An indemnity will need to be signed by each person at the start of the safari
 

11.  A "chef" can be provided for the "self catering" accommod
 
 
 

   LANDESCAPES 

  TERMS & CONTITIONS

Below is a list of the terms and conditions under which LandEscapes operates:

requires a deposit in order to activate a booking. 
" is made for a period of 48hrs before a booking is made

is made once a deposit has been received. 

The safari will be confirmed only once a full payment has been received
" is made once the payment has been received in full.

Accommodation is booked subject to availability. 

Deposits are refundable (less 5%) according to the lodge T&C of bookings, provided 
no other bookings have been turned down by LandEscapes, in which case, deposits 

ransport to and from the reserve is not included. This can be arranged if necessary 
and will be an added cost. 

A maximum of 4 photographers per trip. Non-photographers are welcome and 
an be made to include them. 

Camera and special equipment rentals are available on request.

are not guaranteed. 

Walks in the bush are subject to personal fitness have age restrictions and must be 

An indemnity will need to be signed by each person at the start of the safari

A "chef" can be provided for the "self catering" accommodations if required

TERMS & CONTITIONS 

operates:  

48hrs before a booking is made. 

has been received. 
" is made once the payment has been received in full. 

according to the lodge T&C of bookings, provided 
no other bookings have been turned down by LandEscapes, in which case, deposits 

can be arranged if necessary 

are welcome and 

Camera and special equipment rentals are available on request. 

Walks in the bush are subject to personal fitness have age restrictions and must be 

An indemnity will need to be signed by each person at the start of the safari. 

ations if required. 


